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Access to 3 hours of troubleshooting videos as well as PDFs of previous editions are

available through product registration—see instructions in back pages of your eBook. For

more than 25 years, Upgrading and Repairing PCs has been the world’s #1 guide to PC

hardware: The single source for reliable information on how PCs work, troubleshooting and

fixing problems, adding hardware, optimizing performance, and building new PCs. This 22nd

edition offers beefed-up coverage of the newest hardware innovations and maintenance

techniques, plus more than two hours of new video. Scott Mueller delivers practical answers

about PC processors, mother-boards, buses, BIOSes, memory, SSD and HDD storage, video,

audio, networks, Internet connectivity, power, and much more. You’ll find the industry’s best

coverage of diagnostics, testing, and repair—plus cutting-edge discussions of improving PC

performance via overclocking and other techniques. Mueller has taught thousands of

professionals in person and millions more through his books and videos—nobody knows more

about keeping PCs running perfectly. Whether you’re a professional technician, a small

business owner trying to save money, or a home PC enthusiast, this is the only PC hardware

book you need! NEW IN THIS EDITIONThe newest processors, including Intel’s latest Core i

Haswell processors and AMD’s Kaveri core processors.Everything you need to know about the

latest GPU technology from NVIDIA and AMD, including developments in OpenGL, DirectX,

and Mantle.New firmware innovations like the InSyde BIOS, Back to BIOS buttons, and all the

updated settings available for the newest processors and chipsets.The latest in updated home

networking standards, from blazing fast 802.11ac Wi-Fi to HomeGrid and G.hn powerline

networking.Ever larger storage, thanks to new technologies like helium-filled hard disks,

shingled magnetic recording, and Cfast and XQD for flash memory.Emerging interfaces such

as mSATA, USB 3.1, and M.2Updated coverage of building PCs from scratch—from choosing

and assembling hardware through BIOS setup and troubleshooting   

About the AuthorScott Mueller is the president of Mueller Technical Research (MTR), an

international research and corporate training firm. Since 1982, MTR has produced the

industry’s most in-depth, accurate, and effective seminars, books, articles, videos, and FAQs

covering PC hardware and data recovery. MTR maintains a client list that includes Fortune 500

companies, U.S. and foreign governments,major software and hardware corporations, as well

as PC enthusiasts and entrepreneurs. Scott’s seminars have been presented to several

thousands of PC support professionals throughout the world. Scott personally teaches

seminars nationwide covering all aspects of PC hardware (including troubleshooting,

maintenance, repair, and upgrade), A+ Certification, and data recovery/forensics. He has a

knack for making technical topics not only understandable, but entertaining; his classes are

never boring! If you have ten or more people to train, Scott can design and present a custom

seminar for your organization. Although he has taught classes virtually nonstop since 1982,

Scott is best known as the author of the longest-running, most popular, and most

comprehensive PC hardware book in the world, Upgrading and Repairing PCs, which has

become the core of an entire series of books, including Upgrading and Repairing PCs,

Upgrading and Repairing Laptops, and Upgrading and Repairing Windows. Scott’s premiere

work, Upgrading and Repairing PCs, has sold more than two million copies, making it by far

the most popular and longest-running PC hardware book on the market today. Scott has been



featured in Forbes magazine and has written several articles for PC World magazine,

Maximum PC magazine, the Scott Mueller Forum, various computer and automotive

newsletters, and the Upgrading and Repairing PCs website. --This text refers to the hardcover

edition.
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valve timer, “Best, most complete hardware reference book.. This is a gold standard of

computer repair and upgrading. It gives the history of each component alsowhich is a great

help in understanding how we got to where we are in this science. This book comes outevery

year or so, be sure to get the newest copy if you want to be absolutely up-to-date. Remember

thatthis is a HARDWARE book, no software instruction is included. Worth every penny.”

J.M. Henry, “d evolution of the IBM-AT (Win based PC's) with nearly all there is up to just a few

years ago.. I've been buying these yearly sometimes 1200 or so editions of this single author's

Upgrade and Repairing PC's for about 20 years now, skipping a few at a time. And mostly just

opted for the digital version updates anyways because it's a pretty massive book, with

neverending information you'll find, and the most comprehensive Ins-and-outs both for the

beginner but doesn't cease in including the technical facts for professionals. And this being his

22nd edition encompassing a good 40 years of PC history in all areas and subjects. What's

best is that with each new edition you get a much more brief rundown of of the earlier

technology but look forward to the couple extra years of detailed updates just to further your

technical knowledge and be able to utilize as another competent reference source during my

own PC builds, upgrades, and troubleshooting.”

rokcetman, “Greate stuff!. I had no knowledge of PC, so I decided to consider a good book for

myself and found out this book is one of the best in this area. English is not my native

language and the 22nd edition wasn't translated in Russian so, in spite of this, the book

appeared to be not the hardest one to understand. Since I've bought this book my knowledge

of PC improved a lot, mostly in part of the hardware. Recommend this book to everyone even

for people with zero knowledge of PC.”

Ejstech, “Still a fantastic read. Even though the material in this book is a little dated as of

December 2020 the material covered is fantastic and is applicable for any novice or



professional. As a professional A+ Certified bench technician with over 10 years of knowledge

and experience under my belt, it serves as excellent reference material. The information

contained herein serves as an excellent refresher of technology past, with hints as to what the

future holds. A digital CD is also included in the hardcover version jam packed with resources.”

Ron, “A most concise and complete volume on PC's. I had one of the early edditions of this

book in 1998. I used it in my repair and updating a PC class in 1999 through a local technical

school here. I must have put in 3 to 4 hours reading for each hour of class that was a 3 hour

class. I gained a lot of knowledge from Mister Muller's then volume. I will do so again without

reading for class this time.  I am happy to agian find this very helpful book.”

John T. Watkins, “Best computer book. I've been buying these books for years now ever since

the 18th edition. I am an IT professional and I give these books an Scott Mueller every bit of

credit for the knowledge I have in the field. I strongly recommend watching the DVD's that

come with the books as they are very informative and give you a lot of practical knowledge

from experience.”

WombatFotographer, “The definitive resource for building or upgrading computers. I have been

rebuilding old (circa late-1990s) beige server cases to use as Linux workstations. This is the

best resource available for finding everything you need to know about ATX systems. I wish it

would get updated but can understand what a huge effort that would be. The explanations and

descriptions are very clear and easily understandable. The video on DVD is an excellent

introduction for those getting started working on personal computers.”

Charles M. Kent, “The best of the best.. The classic for upgrading and repairing a PC. I have

bought every edition through the years and used it as a supplement when teaching computer

classes at different colleges. Not a good beginners read as the detail and number of subjects

covered is astounding and will overwhelm a beginner. This is an outstanding reference manual

for IT professionals, instructors, and administrators. I always keep this at my side just in case I

get stuck with a problem not easily solved. In my mind, Scott Mueller is probably the most

talented writer on this subject.”

BobM, “Invaluable. Excellent. Got it as a birthday present, to replace an earlier edition (well,

several, as I've been using the series for many years), and it gave me the solution immediately

to several niggling little issues that I hadn't solved by googling. Though SATA drives are dead

easy to use compared with dear old (E)IDE drives with their special master-slave settings, it

was comforting to know that what I thought was probably right was indeed OK. Buy this with

confidence if you're into upgrading and such - it seems to have the answer to just about

anything!”

Mr. Mark A. Spriggs, “The best and most comprehensive PC manual ever.. Every couple of

years I get the updated version of this - for me it's fantastic. The author really knows his stuff

and he has the capacity to transmit his knowledge and expertise to the reader - including well

produced video sets offering a very handy visual dimension to some of the book material. Has

most up-to-date technology examples and very comprehensive legacy systems/ component

insights. Thoroughly recommended for enthusiast and professional alike. Thanks go to the

'Book Depository' for their professional delivery and sales service.”



A. Tonkin, “Still recommended but sadly the latest version isn't to the same standard as

previous editions were in their day.. Third version of this book I've owned. Still a 'must have',

good value, reference for anyone assembling or tinkering with PCs but ... just as a few simple

lines from Scott Mueller can leave you with an instantly clear and reliable understanding on

something even Wikipedia might leave you confused over so, sadly, the reverse is true in that

its very frustrating and disappointing to discover he's taken chunks out of the latest book (eg.

practically zero info now on SCSI) yet all sorts of other nice-and-interesting-history yet

practically-utterly-obsolete info is still in there.”

E norton, “The upgrading pc Bible (recommended read). the bible for upgrading your pc

Revision on Amazon kindle.paperbackthese books are a great knowledge gathering book

about computers through the era's. and has a great basis to know your computer a lot better,

the explanations of the systems today is vast and great under estimated of what and who

made them.along with helping you to understand computers from all Era's”

A. J. Gauld, “Maintains the standard as the definitive hardware resource. Usual high standard. I

buy one of these every few editions starting with the 3rd, so this will be my 5th copy plus the

Linux edition. Great information clearly presented and lots of hard reference data too. Every PC

hobbyist needs one of these.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 415 people have provided feedback.
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